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ABSTRACT

The last decade has shown the e-business community and computer science researchers that there can be serious problems and pitfalls when e-companies are created. One of the problems is related to the necessity for the management of knowledge (data, information, or other electronic resources) from different companies. This chapter will focus on two important research fields that are currently working to solve this problem — Information Gathering (IG) techniques and Web-enabled Agent technologies. IG techniques are related to the problem of retrieval, extraction and integration of data from different (usually heterogeneous) sources into new forms. Agent and Multi-Agent technologies have been successfully applied in domains such as the Web. This chapter will show, using a specific IG Multi-Agent system called MAPWeb, how information gathering techniques have been successfully combined with agent technologies to build new Web agent-based systems. These systems can be migrated into Business-to-Consumer (B2C) scenarios using several technologies related to the Semantic Web, such as SOAP, UDDI or Web services.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to show how several Computational Intelligence (CI) techniques have evolved to allow the implementation of intelligent Business-to-Consumer (B2C) applications using new technologies related to the Semantic Web. The evolution of these applications is made possible by several CI techniques (such as Machine Learning or Planning) that allow users to represent, integrate, and manage information and resources available in electronic repositories. It is also made possible by the evolution of the World Wide Web and its associated technologies (such as XML or...
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RDF). In addition, Web services are emerging as a major technology for achieving automated interactions between distributed and heterogeneous applications. Various technologies constitute the backbone of this achievement, for example WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP. These technologies aim at supporting the definition of services, their advertisement, and their binding for triggering purposes. The advantages of Web services have already been demonstrated and highlight their capacity to be combined into high-level business processes. These business processes are composites that consist of several component services. It is argued that composition via service interconnection allows more sophisticated services and applications to be hierarchically constructed from primitive ones (Curbera, Duftler, Khalaf, Nagy, Mukhi, & Weerawarana, 2002; McIlraith, Son, & Zeng, 2002; WWW Consortium, 2002).

Computational intelligence techniques allow for the implementation of robust, adaptable, and reliable applications, and these characteristics are needed for a successful deployment of B2C applications. CI techniques are therefore important in promoting and developing B2C solutions on the Web. Many B2C applications have now been deployed as Web applications with considerable repercussions for e-business. These new kinds of Web sites allow consumers to rent a car, book a hotel, schedule travel, buy music, books, etc. It is obvious that new Web-based B2C applications are flourishing in the commercial sphere of the Internet.

The Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001) with its tools and related technologies, (including Ontology, WSDL, UDDI, SOAP) and Web services are likely to fall short of realizing the complete automation often envisioned by e-business practitioners. The evolution from the current Web to the Semantic Web has created new business possibilities that go beyond what traditional Information Retrieval (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Jones & Willett, 1997), or Information Searching (Chen, Chung, Ramsey, & Yang, 2001; Howe & Dreilinger, 1997; Lieberman, 1995) techniques provide. Some of those possibilities arise because new problems can be solved using the available information from several electronic sources. These problems need to use multiple information sources to obtain a solution or solutions. The large number of available electronic sources and the opportunity to find any type of information makes it possible to think about building systems that can retrieve, reason and finally reuse the stored information to obtain new solutions, much like a person does when consulting those same Web sources. These types of systems need to use techniques that allow not only the retrieval of a set of documents, but also to integrate the knowledge stored in those documents using automated reasoning. To build this kind of systems it is necessary to deal with several problems such as:

- How to represent the problems to be solved or the knowledge sources that store useful information for them;
- How to implement the necessary mechanisms to retrieve the information;
- When useful information is found in different knowledge sources, how to integrate these into a common solution;
- Finally, if several electronically distributed sources are considered, how to build a robust and flexible system that allows for the addition of new sources or the modification of existing ones.

Previous techniques can be defined as Information Gathering (IG) (Fan & Gauch, 1999). IG tries to integrate a set of different information sources with the aim of querying them as if they were a single information source. IG systems are able to extract knowledge from documents by analyzing their contents looking for a particular structure. So a document is seen by these systems as having some kind of inner structure (usually called semi-structured information). Because of
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